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Rococo | Our Mission
Our mission is to take models for ex Yugoslavia to rest of the world and to make international models available for this countries,
connected with main office in New York and London. Rococo Fashion Agency is backed by Info Telenet Group, which is a team
of the modeling and tourism industry's most powerful and legitimate modeling agencies and production houses from around the
Balkan working together to help new models begin exciting careers as models.
Rococo Fashion Agency has a specific goal to keep the working relationship with its models personal, and keep them updated
of the latest happenings in the fashion industry in general and modeling world in particular. The mutual trust is the foundation
upon which many successful careers are launched. Today we are serving more than a hundred of elite companies in the
following areas: - Catering and exhibition catering service - Desing and Construction of Exhibition Stands - Fashion Models
and Exhibition Hostesses - Indoor and outdoor marketing activities - Tailor and dressmaker's models - All kind of
organisations. - Fashion shows - Advertisement and promotion activities - Catalogue and advertisement photographing

We currently operate in the following markets: - Fashion - e-Commerce - Advertising - Retail - Exhibitions - Recruitment Travel - Energy - Events - PR With more than 5 agencies in its network and the most powerful model scouting process in the
industry we knowing how hard to be successful in service sector and we try our best to serve our clients in all their needs.
Rococo studios in Belgrade and Novi Sad provides more than 350sq. feet of fully air - conditioned shooting floor space
complemented with a range of facilities that include automatic backdrops, high tech lighting equipments, costumes, props and
accessories, high resolution digital cameras and computerized post production. The services offered range from production,
coordination, art direction, location, casting, make - up to costumes and styling. Known for their sharp eye for potential, talent,
and the ability to promote rising stars, Rococo Fashion Agency has a reputation of high excellence. Because of this, the agency
is both respected locally and internationally. Trust Rococo Fashion Agency to know what it takes to make it in the competitive
fields of modeling and acting as it is a collective endeavor of top modeling agencies of Greece, Turkey, Bulgaria, Italy, France,
Italy, Spain, Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, Bosnia & Hercegovina, Macedonia, Slovenia, Albania, Romania, Poland, Czech
Republic and Slovakia.
Our models have featured in advertising campaigns, TV commercials and fashion shows of international designers including
Prada, Miu Miu, Giorgio Armani, Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior, Gucci, Calvin Klein, Givenchy, Jil Sander, Roberto Cavalli, D
Squared, Burberry, Alexander McQueen, Aquascutum, Vivienne Westwood, Giles, Luella and Christopher Kane. The agency
runs four divisions: Women, Men, Future Faces and Rococo Special Bookings. Within these divisions Rococo employs bookers
who focus on specific areas of the industry. These include campaigns, editorial, catwalk, catalogue and special bookings.
Rococo has a extremely talented and committed scouting team and regularly takes part in the country's leading model
competitions and searches collaborating with high profile sponsors and media partners.
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A dedicated team of highly experienced professionals has enabled Rococo to sustain its success and dominate in the fashion
world. By offering new and even experienced models an opportunity to be seen by top modeling scouts, agents and industry
professionals in a safe, confidential and affordable way Rococo Fashion Agency has grown to become the Number 1 online
model scouting service. Our staff has had extensive experience developing and managing the careers of thousands of new
models. We understand all aspects of modeling contracts, travel arrangements, overseas accommodations, work visa's in
foreign countries and even taxes. We have placed models with all the top international modeling agencies including Ford
Models, Next Models, Elite Models, Trump Models, New York Models, Women, LA Models, Karin Models, Wilhelmina Models,
IMG Models, Boss Models, Fashion Management, Eye for I, WhyNot, Beatrice, Models 1, Louisa Models, Vivien's, VMH Models,
Group, Cinq Deux Un, Team, Image, Satoru, PT Models, Cosmopolitan, FMI and more.
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